
 
 

4moms® mamaRoo® multi-motion baby swing™ 
The MamaRoo® Multi-Motion Baby Swing is the only swing that moves like you do. 

Inspired by you, our motions mimic parents’ natural rhythms and movements to 
become the most familiar space to safely put your baby down when they can’t be in 

your arms.  The MamaRoo gives parents a hands-free moment while baby 

comfortably watches and explores the world around them.  
 

With five motions, five speeds, and four sounds, you can tailor each ride, so your 
baby is entertained and content, whatever their mood. 

 

FEATURES  

Patented Motion Technology & Design  
Motion control software and a dual-axis coordinated motion platform mimic the same 

up-and-down, and side-to-side motions of a parent comforting their baby. The new 

MamaRoo has an updated touch-sensitive control panel and sleek design.  

Five Unique Motions  

It bounces up and down and sways from side to side, just like parents do.  

 

Find Your Roo App Feature 

The new ‘Find Your Roo’ app experience guides parents to find the MamaRoo motion 
closest to their own natural movements – taking the guess work out of creating a 

seamless transition from arms to swing. Currently in a beta phase, parents can 
‘comfort’ their phone – moving how they naturally would to keep their baby happy – 

and receive Roo motion recommendations closest to their own. 

 



Wi-Fi Smart Home Integration 
Voice control with Amazon Alexa allow the MamaRoo to seamlessly integrate into 

homes and offer a truly adaptable, hands-free soothing solution. Google Home 

coming soon! 

Convertible Harness  

Convert the 3-point harness to a 5-point harness when baby begins to sit up on their 

own for extended use. 

Built-In Sounds  

Choose from four fun and entertaining sounds, or stream baby’s favorite music 

directly from your phone. 

Interactive Toy Balls  
Keep baby’s attention with the sound of the crinkle ball, rattle, or reflective mirror 

ball.  

Seat Recline  

Adjustable to any position along its axis.  

Five Speeds  

Adjustable speed to adapt to baby’s changing preferences. 

Weight Restriction  

Up to 25 pounds or until the child attempts to climb out (approx. 9 months), 

whichever comes first.  

Retail Price 
$269.99 (Classic Grey or Black)  

 

 
 

*Newborn inserts are available to provide additional comfort and support if preferred. (Sold separately) 

 


